Engage Sustainability in 2016

It's the middle of the summer, and to coincide with the launch of our Winter and Spring programs, we are offering an Early Bird Special for 2016 worth $200 deducted from the deposit until July 31st.*

This Special is only available for accepted students, so if interested, please apply by July 31st, and if accepted, it will apply towards your deposit as well.

You can access it here.

If you are interested in learning more about our 2016 programs in Peru, Philadelphia, and Iceland, please reach out to me directly - Tomás at Tomas@theGREENprogram.com.
**EARLY BIRD SPECIAL**

*All GREEN payment policies and Terms & Conditions apply and this cannot be used in addition to other GREEN scholarships. You must already be an accepted student to secure your spot on a GREEN Program. This discount is only valid for approved applicants, and cannot be applied to students who have already secured their spots. Apply at [www.thegreenprogram.com/apply](http://www.thegreenprogram.com/apply)*

---

**GREEN Program Elements**

**HANDS-ON COURSE WORK**

Classes on our accredited program are taught by in-country professors with years of industry experience.

"This program showed me there are people out there who care about my future and ambitions enough to help me find the right tools and knowledge to make a difference. It has given me valuable teamwork and leadership skills which are crucial assets to have in today's job market" - Rebecca S. Virginia Tech

**BUCKET-LIST ADVENTURE EXCURSIONS**

Every program is jam-packed with adventurous and cultural activities which foster leadership and personal development.

"The GREEN Program makes you think and introduces you to like-minded people. You mesh ideas that could someday change the very world in which we live" - Devon O. North Dakota State

**INTERDISCIPLINARY CAPSTONE PROJECTS**

Many students have continued research on their Capstone Projects while others have even launched them into businesses.

**EXCLUSIVE INDUSTRY ACCESS**

GREEN students gain unparalleled access into top-tier renewable energy and sustainability facilities to engage with industry professionals.
APPLICATIONS OPEN FOR PERU + ICELAND 2016!

Spots on our programs fill on a rolling basis and you'll hear a response within 24-48 hours. There's still very limited availability left on our summer programs so apply now! Scholarships available.

APPLY